
Finally Free Girl Talk  
OVERCOMING YOUR BIGGEST STRUGGLES TOGETHER!  

 

 
 

We wanted to put together a resource about overcoming the most common struggles related to               
women's health, so we asked YOU what those struggles were. Here is a recap of everything we                 
discussed in your exclusive Girl Talk Virtual Session, we shared our answers to your top struggles                
related to relationships, diet, hormones, & lifestyle. 
 
Q: I think the hardest thing is making time for ourselves and prioritizing self-care.              
Women naturally tend to be caregivers and very productive/busy, so this can be a tough               
one, but so essential.  
 
A: Tips for making time for self care: 

● Schedule appointments on your calendar 
● Incorporate other people into the plans so you have accountability (meet a friend for a               

pedicure or a hot yoga class) 
● Do something for yourself first thing in the AM because that can’t be taken away later in                 

the day 
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● Find small things to do for yourself! Self care doesn’t have to be 2 hours a day - it can be                     
5 minutes of deep breathing in the shower, a walk with the dogs, doing certain chores that                 
might seem like “work” in the moment with a different mindset (so you are doing the dishes                 
so that you can enjoy a clean environment and not feel stressed from overwhelm later), and                
even politely declining events of excess obligations.  

● Remind yourself that if you don’t take care of yourself you can’t take care of anyone else!                 
The most selfless thing you can do is care for YOU so that you can be available for others. 

● Eliminating the “time sucks” like scrolling on Facebook for 30 minutes to free up time for                
activities that make you feel amazing 

● Make good use of your weekends - envision how you want your weekends to feel! Set                
aside time for tasks and to be productive on the things you need to finish, and then spend                  
the rest of your time engaging in plans or activities that feel fulfilling & resting purposefully 

 
Q: I would like to say my biggest challenge is changing my eating and exercise habits,                
when my partner is still making unhealthy choices…I tend to get sucked back into my               
partner’s way of being.  
 
A: This is SO common! Tips to make healthier choices when your partner is making choices that                 
aren’t right for you: 

● Make sure you have food in your home that you are just as excited about 
● Create healthy versions of their favorite meals with simple modifications so they will like              

how it tastes and you will also feel great 
● Make a central part of a meal and then add your own stuff… like a taco bar! 
● Plan to be active with friends other than your partner - so you have accountability outside                

of yourself but don’t get pulled away from the things that you want to do when your                 
partner doesn’t feel like going to a workout class or for a walk. Maybe he or she will even                   
see how much fun you’re having and will eventually want to join (without you pushing)! 

● Know that you can take a taste of your partner’s more indulgent food, and then order the                 
dish that will taste & make you feel great! That way you get the best of both worlds, and                   
don’t miss out on the flavors. A lot of times you’re not actually craving large quantities of                 
super heavy foods like fish & chips, so if you fill your belly with something healthier, you will                  
be TOTALLY satisfied with just a few bites! 

● Remember that it doesn’t have to be black and white - you can do a lot of healthy things                   
for yourself and still enjoy small indulgences with your partner!! 

● Remember that you and your partner are individuals and may need different things! You can               
still enjoy each others’ company even if you’re making different food choices. 
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Q: My biggest struggle has been and still is trying to love everything about myself               
RIGHT NOW. It’s so hard to push away the “I will be happier/better when I lose XX                 
pounds.”  
 
A: This is such a common struggle. You have to build up that relationship with yourself and                 
remember that loving yourself doesn’t mean that you can’t be moving toward your happiest &               
healthiest weight. Here are some tips: 

● Start small! Make a list of all the things you’re waiting to do until you’re a certain weight                  
and start doing them NOW one by one 

● Stop negative self-talk and replace with gentle reminders of you physical and non-physical             
qualities (kind, funny, good listener, strong, etc) that you like. When a negative thought              
pops up say “STOP” and then move forward with something kind. Your mind is very               
powerful and those negative comments about your body hurt your relationship with            
yourself 

● Going through your clothes and only keeping things in your drawers and visible closet area               
that are currently fitting you. You might even consider buying yourself a few new              
comfortable things.  

● Rather than focusing on a number on the scale, focus on how you feel in your body. This                  
will encourage you to make choices that benefit your body, mood, and energy! Then you will                
have more mini successes, too! 

● Focus on how your clothes fit rather than a number of the scale because it is more gentle. 
 
Q: I'm struggling with is being "calm" around food that is more indulgent. Often times.               
I develop an "Oh F It" attitude and binge eat something b/c I know it is not the                  
healthiest thing. Rather than enjoy a bite or two, I end up overeating and making               
myself sick. It's like an all or nothing mentality.  
 
A: Ah, we know that all or nothing mentality! That’s the mentality that wants to keep you away                  
from being intuitive. We want to throw that mentality out and invite IN the neutral mentality.                
Here are some ways to do that: 

● Rather than trying to “be good” and keep yourself from that food, tell yourself that you can                 
have that food ANY time that you want it. This is super important when you’re IN the                 
moment with that food. If you start to have thoughts that sound like “ah, whatever! I’m just                 
going to eat it all!” pause and recognize that you might be holding onto some restrictive                
thinking.  

● The only way you’re going to enjoy a bite or two is if you know you can have that food again                     
in the future. It’s so much more “worth it” to give yourself this permission.  
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● Check in with how you want to feel after your meal and constantly check back in with                 
yourself - are you feeling that way yet? Try to tune into that and stay present. This helps                  
so much with cultivating calmness! 

● Identify the situations where you are overeating or binging on a regular basis. Is it right                
when you come in the door from work? A different time? Identify the “WHY” and then                
practice re-writing that ritual. Are you overeating right when you walk in the door              
because you haven't eaten in 7 hours and you’re famished? One way to re-write this is by                 
having a snack an hour before you leave work. Or are you eating because it is a way to                   
relieve the anxiety of the day? Re-write this by coming home and making a cup of tea                 
immediately, then sitting in your favorite chair and taking a few deep breaths while you sip                
your tea OR something else relaxing and quick, like a short walk with your doggies. Decide                
ahead of time what your plan will be and turn it into your new habit in that situation! 

 
Q: Body image and food related issues have plagued me since adolescence. I think my               
relationships have greatly been affected due to these struggles. I hope to work to              
continue to learn to be kind & gentle with myself and turn punishment into gentle               
comfort - how can I do this? 
 
A: Tips to being kind/gentle: 

● Pick out one word that reminds you to be calm & gentle. This word should be one that                  
sticks with you so easily that you don’t have to TRY and remember it. My word (Paige), for                  
example, is CALM. Simi’s word is PEACE or SAFE. I have heard people use: kind; gentle;                
calm; relax; slow; ease… try and think of the word that automatically brings you the feeling                
that you’re desiring here.  

● Start to think about doing things for yourself from a place of nourishment vs. punishment.               
Instead of eating vegetables because you think you’re fat, make a really delicious plant              
based dish and tell yourself that your body needs amazing nutrients and you want to fuel                
her properly! It is ALL about how you think about things, so start small (like with veggies)                 
and slowly build from there. Each day, do something kind for yourself - from a bubble bath                 
to pouring a beautiful cup of coffee. While you’re preparing the thing, do it with love.  

● Rather than focusing on perceived body “flaws”, remember all that your body does for you!               
Share gratitude for your body - from the way she heals a cut to the way she carries you                   
through your day! Remember that your body isn’t the enemy… she is your greatest friend!  

 
Q: After going off the pill I experienced hormonal imbalance and my doctor tells me I                
need to get back on the pill. How can I re-balance my hormones naturally?  
 
A: Tips to balancing hormones naturally: 
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● Give yourself time - it takes time for the body to heal. When I (Simi) was without a period,                   
I kept gently rubbing my lower tummy and reminding myself “take your time healing.” This               
helped me to relax and not rush the process - after all, extra stress (cortisol!!) is not                 
healthy for hormone imbalance. 

● Check out some great (free) resources. We love Elle Griffin’s free guides, which you can               
download on her website, here: http://ellegriffin.com/resources/ 

● Rest, rest, rest - get quality sleep, practice rejuvenating exercise (like walking & yoga),              
manage stress, and indulge in massages if possible! 

● Look at your diet & focus on high quality protein, fats, & nutrient rich veggies 
○ Protein & fats are the building blocks of hormones, so make sure you’re getting high               

quality protein (lentils, beans, organic tofu, salmon, eggs, nuts/seeds, grass fed           
beef, organic chicken, etc) and fats (avocado, coconut oil, flax oil, nuts/seeds, olive             
oil, peanut butter, raw butter, & ghee).  

○ There are also foods that naturally help balance hormones, hormone superfoods!           
Some of Simi’s favorites are raw maca powder, adaptogens like ashwagandha           
(unique group of herbal ingredients used to improve the health of your adrenal             
system, the system that's in charge of managing your body's hormonal response to             
stress), Raspberry leaf tea 

○ Support your liver with dandelion root (We love the tea) 
○ Spices can be very healing - incorporate cinnamon, turmeric, garlic, & ginger! 
○ Reduce caffeine & sugar - this will help balance blood sugar, regulate insulin, &              

support the liver (body’s natural detoxification process!) 
○ Eat your veggies!!!!  
○ Hydrate to help your body flush any toxins 
○ Go organic for all animal products and the “Dirty Dozen” 

● Clear out hormone disrupting toxins & chemicals - look for natural and organic products.              
What we put on our bodies get absorbed by our bodies! 

● If the body still doesn’t balance itself out in a few months, seek out a holistic practitioner                 
(like a chiropractor) who will help you find an herbal remedy to support your body’s               
imbalances. There are saliva tests to determine the exact imbalances taking place, and             
herbs and/or acupuncture can be very powerful! 

 
Q: I have struggled with finding my voice and the confidence to pursue my purpose.               
How can I build my feeling of self-worth? 
 
A: Tips to having confidence & feeling self worth: 

● Confidence: Take yourself on a date & challenge yourself to a little experiment. Buy your               
favorite tea/coffee, and then take a walk. Walk somewhere populated - perhaps a             
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downtown area. Look around, and try to pick out the women who look confident to you.                
What about them you see confidence? Pick things out that have nothing to do with their                
body size. What things do you find makes that woman beautiful?  

○ I (Paige) have done this experiment many times with my clients and they all come               
back with: she was smiling; she was laughing; she stood tall; it looked as though she                
had spent time on herself; she seemed nice; she seemed happy. Think about these              
things. Envision a woman who looks this way - does this exude confidence to you?               
Can you FEEL what it would be like to see THIS as confidence?  

● Self-worth: What makes the people in your life worthy of love? Make a list! Is it the way                  
they listen, support, etc? I bet the things that make these people “Worthy” of being loved                
is SO much more than the physical. 

○ Start to look for these things in YOURSELF! Compliment yourself daily by looking             
in the mirror and saying: “you are [fill in the blank] and worthy of love, success, and                 
happiness.” Anytime you feel “not good enough,” comfort yourself with these same            
thoughts & statement. It is a process, but every time you catch yourself and redirect               
your energy, you will move away from worthlessness and move toward worthiness! 

○ Begin to give yourself the things you’ve been holding off of until you are “worth it.”                
This might look like buying clothing that fits properly, going on a vacation, taking an               
adventure (small or large) or even investing in delicious tasting food! Stop punishing             
yourself and start showing yourself your own value. 

 

 
 

XO! 
Your coaches, Paige & Simi 
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Coming this month! Ladies, we have something special for you! 
Check your emails tomorrow.  

 
We don’t want you to miss this! Make sure you drag our emails to your Primary Folder 

in Gmail & you’ll be the first to know when this magic can be YOURS! 
 

Finally Free is a virtual, self-paced guide to pleasurable weight loss, 
a renewed relationship to food, self-love, & lasting body freedom, 

created exclusively for you by your two Health Coaches -  
Paige & Simi!  

 

In our Program Finally Free, we reveal the twelve breakthroughs that freed us (& 

hundreds of our clients!) from a life spent trapped in diet hell chasing body perfection. 

Finally Free is so much more than a set of rules or a meal plan. Our unique intuitive 

eating program is a step-by-step formula to your healthiest and happiest weight – and 

so much more. Prepare to discovery pleasure, create real transformation, and (most 

importantly!) find your freedom during this inspirational journey. Rather than a 

complex system of “yes” and “no’s,” Finally Free teaches you to identity your body’s 

natural needs and the method to fulfill those needs organically. 

Ditch Diets & Find Freedom! - March 2015! 
 

www.FinallyFreeProgram.com 
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